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 Asia Haleem
ZODIAC CEILINGS IN THE FOREIGN OFFICE, LONDON
On a recent tour of London’s Foreign Office in Whitehall (when on a rare occasion it was made accessible to
members of the National Art Collections Fund) I was particularly struck by the two magnificent painted zodiacs
dating from the late Victorian and Edwardian periods, only recently restored to their former glory (see later
pictures). I pondered how for the British Government of those periods the zodiacs must have had relevance –
backed by the Christian religion – indicating an acknowledgement of those Higher Powers (termed by the poet
John Betjeman ‘THE MANAGEMENT’) invoked to aid and the judgement and decisions of ordinary mortals. For this
short piece I decided to compare an interestingly similar use of zodiacs in Government buildings - in an
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equivalent period and beyond – in Washington DC, Federal Capital of the USA - as described by Ovason .

Rear view of the Foreign Office from St James’s Park, London

This account lays in the art historical background against which, through overall accounts of the zodiac designs
and a few pictures, I hope to inspire the reader to root out for themselves the details of these outstanding
zodiacs through the books and websites cited, or by actual visits to the rooms. I do not need here to follow the
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long and tortuous story of the different stages of the building of the Foreign Office itself (it shared its roof
with the India and Commonwealth Offices at other corners through connecting doors) which over the years
involved competition designs submitted by over a hundred different architects’ firms. Acceptance of the
winning design was delayed by debates in the House of Commons on the suitability of the Classical over the
Gothic style for the eventual form it was given - an issue hotly disputed by the art critic, John Ruskin. After
several competitions and a crucial change of Prime Minister with different taste, by the middle of the 19C the
final overall Italianate form we see today (completed in 1868) was mainly the responsibility of George Gilbert
Scott and Matthew Digby Wyatt who, in contrast to the Gothic style considered by Ruskin to be the only true
national style of England (and used by Augustus Welby Pugin for the Houses of Parliament rebuild after it had
burned down in 1834) finally won the argument for the Classical style as more befitting the dignitas and
international standing of the Foreign Office’s role in dealing with the nations of the world.
The interior decoration came last, of course, and Scott envisioned the new Foreign Office as ‘a kind of national
palace or drawing room for the nation’, with the especial application of rich decoration in its reception areas
(the Grand Entrance Hall and The Fine Rooms) ‘to impress foreign visitors’. But as time went on during the
Twentieth Century, in the periods either side of both World Wars, as staffing mushroomed the offices became
overcrowded - and partitions and false ceilings were inserted in gerry-mandering fashion, now without
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David Ovason in The Secret Zodiacs of Washington DC 1999
Documented (with Illustrated London News pictures) by Ian Toplis in The Foreign Office: An architectural history, 1987
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concern for aesthetic appearance - especially during the Wars themselves. Overall, both zodiacs were
increasingly ignored as the decades passed, the more so since any paintwork still visible (let alone still
surviving after the interim destructive refurbishment exercise of Reginald Blomfield after WWI) was now
obscured by a layer of yellow grime and soot, at least half of it due to tobacco-smoke residue.
After a brief scare a century in the 1960s, when for a few years there were plans to demolish the entire
building and put in its place modern offices in New Brutalist concrete, following public outcry (increasing
awareness of the beauties of Victorian architecture was led almost single-handed by John Betjeman) a
restoration and refurbishment programme was embarked upon between 1984 and 1997 which has only
comparatively recently brought back to the light of day for full appreciation again the astonishing clarity and
engaging imagery of the domed Grand Entrance and Locarno Suite. (Included with the so-called public ‘Fine
Rooms’ in the building was the Durbar Court in the India Office (below) which we have to leave to one side
pending a future, very different and fascinating, cultural assessment).

The original design of the Durbar Court in the India Office block, open to the sky

If the Victorian building had been demolished and new offices built, it would have been unlikely to have
crossed the mind of influential Civil Servants in the Sixties to think it necessary to decorate a Government
office with the Signs of the Zodiac – not even a new cathedral like Coventry Cathedral by Sir Basil Spence had
one (built 1956-62 also in the New Brutalist style where abstract colour alone plays celestial part in the Piper
windows). Interestingly Sir Giles Gilbert Scott’s own submission for Coventry Cathedral was rejected at an early
stage – his designs were now seen to be harking back too strongly to an earlier era now out of fashion.
GOVERNMENT’S BREAK WITH THE COSMOS
Can we pin down when the first massive fracture took place that started the process of cutting Government off
from the traditional imagery of the Cosmos? I think it fair to say the events of World War I and its aftermath
(and the Communist movement) brought it about single-handedly, along with developments in both nuclear
science and abstract art that were already erupting in the first two decades of the century – taken all together
it meant a new world view sensed a different kind of imagery was required to take into account not only a
sense of the smash-up of the world of material appearances but also the massive disillusionment over whether
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such a state of existence as Order in the Universe existed at all. Sir Edward Grey, the Foreign Secretary
responsible for declaring war on Germany in August 1914, worked in a Foreign Office with its main entrance at
the Grand Staircase with zodiac dome still easily visible (as below). When the Great War, was over, the Locarno

Entrance into the Foreign Office in Victorian/early Edwardian times showing the Grand Staircase and Zodiac dome - ILN

Treaties, designed to reduce strife and tension in Europe, were initially drawn up at Locarno in Switzerland,
after which all the delegates involved agreed to attend a formal signing ceremony at the Foreign Office in
London in 1925. This took place in what used to be called The Cabinet Room - the largest in a suite of three
public reception rooms - with barrel vault decorated with a rectangular zodiac (in 1878 Queen Victoria had
celebrated her birthday in it – see next illustration). To commemorate what was then seen as a diplomatic
triumph that would lead to an era of international cooperation, these rooms were thereafter renamed the
Locarno rooms and following the wear and tear and overcrowding in them occasioned by the extra staffing of
the Great War years, it was decided soon after that the rooms really should be restored. A somewhat
destructive refurbishment took place under the instructions of the architect Sir Reginald Blomfield (more of
this later). Soon World War II appeared on the horizon in which, again, the Foreign Office played a central part
- and it was not until the aftermath of that second War, after further heavy duty deterioration of the interior,
and the avoidance of its demolition in the 1960s, that finally moves were made to do something about getting
the entire fabric of the Foreign Office back into shape. It says a lot for the pace of Government decisionmaking that it took until 1997 for the decorative schemes of the Locarno Suite and the Grand Staircase dome
to finally be brought back to the original splendour of Clayton and Bell’s original designs – but due to
Blomfield’s depredations there were reasons for this.
Having sketched in the general background we can at last try to give a taste of the Foreign Office zodiacs
themselves (though in the end for their individual detail a visit to look at them for yourself is indispensable) with thanks to the photographers who have recently made top quality images we can look at to whet the
appetite for a closer look.
THE ZODIAC IN THE MAIN RECEPTION ROOM OF THE LOCARNO SUITE
As already mentioned, the Locarno Suite consists of 3 rooms originally designed by Scott for diplomatic
dinners, conferences and receptions. The largest room, looking out on to the main inner courtyard, was
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originally called the Cabinet Room, but following the Locarno signings, on Chamberlain’s instructions that the
suite should be redecorated a subcommittee headed by Sir Reginald Blomfield ‘recommended that the original

Queen Victoria’s birthday reception in 1878, held under the zodiac on the barrell vault – Illustrated London News

Victorian stencilling should be removed from the two largest rooms in favour of repainting in shades of
parchment colour. The walls of the middle room were covered in crimson silk stretched on battens, and were
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hung with portraits of famous Foreign Secretaries’ . But at the outbreak of WWII the chandeliers in what is
now known as ‘the Reception Room’ were shrouded and the Locarno Suite became the home of the cyphering
branch of Communications Department, working in twilit conditions. Further lack of office space after 1945 led
to the rabbit-hutch-like subdivision of these rooms into plasterboard cubicles under low false ceilings.

Longitudinal general view of the Locarno Room ceiling today, so long obscured by a false ceiling

One of the former artists of the most recent restoration operation at the Foreign Office - now the official who
showed us round - described how the restoration of the zodiac ceiling (general view above) involved
painstaking detective work, given they knew it had originally been painted with the Signs of the Zodiac, by now
seemingly vanished. They learned that the decorators in the late 1920s had sanded off every last scrap of
colour and gilding using pumice stone! But Fate dictated that they eventually found one section that was only
painted over, and analysis of its remains beneath enabled the original design of the ceiling to be extrapolated
from that point by referring to Clayton and Bell’s original design. In this short newsletter sadly we cannot look
at the rendering of each individual sign, and short of there being a specialist book on the subject, if you can do
it, zooming into the picture below is the next best thing to going along yourself on one of the
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As described on the Foreign Office website.
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Layout of the Locarno Reception Room ceiling with the Sigs in rust red lozenges, repeated in the gold roundels in the spandrels
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Open Days when the doors of heritage buildings in London such as the Foreign Office are opened annually to
the public - usually in the second week of September.
Such visits to Washington’s government architectural masterpieces are also, I understand, possible – and
roughly contemporary with the Locarno Suite are the Brumidi Corridors on the first floor of the ‘new’ Wing of
the Capitol designed by Thomas U Walter only a decade before the UK Foreign Office - also following Italian
Renaissance palazzo prototypes – and among other things using Minton tiles from Britain and the skills of
English as well as US painters. Along with its depictions of historic events in US history - mostly by Brumidi - on
the barrel-vaulted ceiling at the far end of one is a painted Zodiac – again recently restored in the 1980s.

General View of the Brumidi Corridors on the first floor of the Capitol, Washington DC

THE GRAND STAIRWAY ENTRANCE TO THE FOREIGN OFFICE
Given present sources available, we cannot show all the detail of the magnificent Government-sponsored
Foreign Office dome zodiac over the entrance staircase. In the general view below we can make out the inner

General view of the zodiac dome over the Foreign Office Grand Staircase today
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circle of the zodiac against the stars and see below the circle of classically draped women standing round the
outer rim. On closer inspection we realise each woman represents a country, holding its shield, the groups
separated at the four quarters by palm trees rising up to support the zodiac.

Central cut across the zodiac dome over the entrance staircase of the Foreign Office

The grand entrance staircase can be directly compared to that of the Library of Congress entrance in
Washington – where there is no dome, but instead a zodiac on the intarsia floor.

Entrance hall to The Library of Congress, Washington, with Zodiac Signs centred on a sunburst, in ovals (see the Pisces
detail) ordered in a square with decorative oblong panels between each one (see Ovason for further individual details)
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The staircases to both buildings are strikingly similar, changing direction on a shallow incline, the balustrade
framed by arches and with tunnel vaults behind like the Brumidi corridors in the Capitol. Their common design
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parentage seems clear, but cannot be pursued here (but see a recent, fully detailed collection of essays ).

View up the Library staircase from the zodiac floor, and close-up of the arched balustrade and tunnel vaults behind

There is a corresponding dome in the Library of Congress – this time in the Reading Room – again with
standing female figures placed round it, without the zodiac. They, too, represent the countries of the world,
though there are fewer of them, and their female type is looser, more fin de siècle than Pre-Raphaelite.

Section of the Library of Congress Reading Room dome, again encircled by females representing countries of the world
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John Y Cole and Henry Hope Reed (eds) The Library of Congress: The Art and Architecture of the Thomas Jefferson
Building New York and London 1997
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There is a long tradition in Greek and Roman art of the matronly figure used to embody not only an abstract virtue such as Justice, but also very often in the civic context
representing The City - such as Athens or Rome – New York’s own Statue of Liberty follows this tradition of female anthropomorphisation to express an abstract ideal.
Round the Foreign Office Zodiac each country (rather than its capital) is personified as a draped female figure, of the calibre as Athena/Virgo of Greece. Ovason in his
exploration of no less than 23 zodiacs on public buildings or statues in Washington (most of them to be found in The Federal Triangle zone mapped below) found over and
over again that from the foundation of that great City by George Washington himself, particular emphasis was placed on depictions of VIRGO and her wheat ear (Spica),
either through orientation or the horoscope for the foundation date of any building they were placed in - usually when planets signifying good Government were passing
through Virgo at the time. The detail of his findings is not reiterated here, but his book fills in the many gaps of this short newsletter! To me it is not so important whether
Masons were involved or not – it is the astronomical and astrological facts that are so telling and significant – with Ovason even suggesting the three points of the Federal
Triangle correspond to the stars of Spica, Arcturus and Regulus – which invites further confirmation.

The ‘Federal Triangle’ of Washington – a right-angled triangle formed by the lines running between the White House, the Washington Monument and the Capitol
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At the culmination of his work Ovason states that if we take The Mall as the main East-West marker of the City,
running between the Washington Monument and the Capitol, and the main North-South direction the line
between the Monument and the White House, then the hypotenuse formed by Pennsylvania Avenue
observationally speaking appears to have been intended as an uninterrupted vista running down which to view
The White House from the Capitol (a perspective now sadly obstructed). We could say that for London, in the
same way, Whitehall running past the front façade of the Foreign Office also marks a North-South orientation,
whilst the north side of Parliament Square - and all streets parallel – mark the East-West direction. But in
London is there a hypotenuse-type street corresponding to the Pennsylvania angle anywhere in the vicinity
(possible candidates are Victoria Street or the long line of The Strand/Fleet Street punctuated by churches –
originally Saxon but built over as Wren’s City churches) that can be read in the same way? This question
remains to be pursued –Ovason himself needs to come over and look into it.
Two key points do stand out from the few zodiacs we have chosen to concentrate upon in the two capitals.
Certainly in Washington the emphasis on VIRGO is deliberate, and Ovason himself saw from his observation
point at the Capitol looking down towards the White House that Sunrise in early August sees the rays of the
Sun running straight down Pennsylvania Avenue, connecting the two sites by an illuminated line. Taking
Precession (and deviations from the original L’Enfant Plan) into account this suggests it was angled to mark the
rising sun in the quartile of the year between Autumn Equinox and Winter Solstice when VIRGO takes centre
stage in Autumn/Fall. As we know, every year the sunrise point on the horizon moves gradually day by day
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between the solstice extremes and across the equinoxes – nicely characterised in the illustration below :

Findspot of the Nebra Planisphere in a grave on the mound acting as the observation point for its owner
The primacy given to Virgo in Washington and to Stately Matrons supporting the Foreign Office Dome Zodiac
bears out our Cosmokrator scheme of reinstated planetary rulerships whereby Vulcan the builder is the true
ruler of VIRGO. Vulcan (his Roman name, still used in factory names today), in various guises ultimately deriving
from the ancient Near East, was not only revered as Builder of the Universe, but was invoked as the tutelary
God of all ‘making’ activity – from small-scale craftwork to massive architectural undertakings. This was wellknown in the ancient world: Ptah-Vulcan of Memphis is celebrated at the Step Pyramid at Saqqara in Egypt;
the Palace of Knossos on Crete (referred to as The Labyrinth) is attributed in myth to Daedalos-Vulcan, and
below the Parthenon in Athens is the smaller satellite temple to Hephaistos-Vulcan – to name but three
precedents). What could be more appropriate for the founding of a new city such as Washington, or the
encouragement by Britain to its surrounding territories to build the strong, stable states of the modern world,
than to paint and sculpt beautiful and nourishing Virgoan maidens in the public monuments of Washington
and London? Look into the myth of the birth of Vulcan and understand why he himself is usually invisible - as
he is the magician God, his hidden geometry (which is where the Masons come in) rarely too obvious.
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Taken from from one of my archaeoastronomy papers.

